
WHY DO WE USE COOKIES AND PROCESS BROWSING DATA?  

This  website  uses  cookies.  By  using  our  website  without  disabling  the  cookies,  you
automatically give your consent for their installation.  

What are cookies?

Cookies are files that websites transfer to the computers that connect to them. Although cookies
are often used for technical reasons only, they also allow for a further series of actions such as
storing and retrieving information about a user or computer’s browsing habits and, depending on
the information they contain and the way they use the hardware, to recognise the user.   

Some cookies are controlled and managed by website owners (own cookies), whilst others are
administered by third parties, as they provide a tool or serve a function that is integrated onto
the website.  

Some types of cookies are erased once the user has finished browsing the website (session
cookies),  whilst  others  may remain  embedded on users’  computers  and be accessed for  a
longer period (persistent cookies).   

What type of cookies do we use and what for?

On this website we use the following types of cookies:

1. Technical cookies

We use technical cookies in order to provide our users with the services they request. These
cookies are essential for browsing and using the various website options and services, such as
monitoring traffic and data communication, identify the/a session, accessing restricted zones,
remembering  the  information  users  provide  at  each stage  of  the  registration  or  contracting
process,  using  security  elements  during  browsing,  storing  contents  for  the  dissemination  of
videos or sound files, as well as sharing contents via social networks.  

2. Personalisation cookies

For the purpose of  optimising  our website experience,  we use personalisation cookies that
allow us to set up the website and its services in accordance with users’ preferences or the
general characteristics of their computer, such as the browser and version used, the operating
system installed, etc.     

These cookies are used for purposes such as remembering the parameters selected by users
during their visits, tailoring the website content in accordance with their language or location, or
maintaining the accredited status of registered users.   

3. Analytics cookies

Analytics cookies allow for the assessment and analysis of website activities and the creation of
user browsing profiles. We use these cookies to gather anonymous and joint statistics that give
us an insight into how users move around our website in order to introduce improvements and
adjustments tailored to meet our visitors’ preferences.   

By way of an example, the following data obtained from browsing our website are typical of the
types that are used for analysis:   
- The domain name of the Internet Service Provider (ISP) and/or the IP address that provides

them with access to the network. For instance, a user of provider xxx will only be identified
by the domain xxx.es and/or the IP address. This enables us to obtain statistics regarding
the countries and web servers that visit our website most frequently.  

- The date and time our website is accessed. This information allows us to determine the
times of highest traffic, and make the necessary adjustments in order to avoid saturation
during our peak periods.   

- The Internet address hosting the link leading to our website. With this information, we can
determine how effective the various banners and links connecting to our server actually are,
in order to focus on those offering the best results.  



- The number of visitors to each section per day. This enables us to find out which sections
are most successful in order to expand and improve their contents, thereby ensuring greater
user satisfaction.  

4. Advertising cookies

We use advertising cookies in order to manage our advertising spaces. These cookies allow for
the administration of these spaces in accordance with technical criteria such as edited contents
or the frequency with which the advertisements are shown.  

We also use cookies that allow us to analyse users’ browsing habits in order to create specific
profiles and show advertising that is personalised in accordance with their interests.  

In  order  to  ensure that  our  online  advertising  is  tailored  and relevant,  we occasionally  use
selective online advertising software in order to promote our website and enhance the efficiency
of the advertising shown. Collaborating companies that participate in this software may show
users advertisements that reflect their tastes and interests, based on the information generated
by their browsing of our website or those of third parties that participate in the software. To this
end, said collaborating entities may install a cookie on their browsers in order to identify them as
members of the corresponding audience. Likewise, the website may install a tracking cookie in
order to detect any previous visits you may have made to their website.  .   

You may obtain more information about online behavioural advertising and how to manage your
browser privacy in order to opt out of these processes at www.youronlinechoices.eu

Are cookies anonymous?

Cookies do not contain information that allows for the identification of a specific user. In our
case, the data obtained may only be linked to a specific user if said user is registered on the
website. In this event, the data will be stored on personal data files. Responsibility for these files
shall lie with the owner of the website and shall be processed for the purposes specified in this
cookies policy, at all times in strict compliance with the personal data protection legislation in
effect. Affected users may at any time exercise their  rights to access, rectify or cancel  their
personal data, as well as oppose the processing thereof, as stipulated in our website privacy
policy.   

How can I manage cookies?

Website users may use their browser settings in order to opt not to receive cookies, or to delete
them or receive information regarding their installation. To find out how to manage cookies on
your browser, we recommend you consult the help section it provides.   

For your convenience, below you will find information about cookie management provided by
the developers of the main browsers:   

� Chrome, http://support.google.com/chrome/bin/answer.py?hl=es&answer=95647 
� Explorer, http://windows.microsoft.com/es-es/windows7/how-to-manage-cookies-in-

internet-explorer-9
� Firefox, http://support.mozilla.org/es/kb/habilitar-y-deshabilitar-cookies-que-los-sitios-

we 
� Safari, http://support.apple.com/kb/ph5042

Disabling cookies may mean that you may not be able to use all the website functionalities.  

In  order  to  disable  third  party  advertising  cookies,  users  may also  visit  the  NAI’s  (Network
Advertising  Initiative)  opt-out  website  at
http://www.networkadvertising.org/managing/opt_out.asp.



List of cookies used on this website

OWN COOKIES

CookieID

Cookie ID as shown
in the browser cache

Expiry

Session cookie or
expiry period in the
case of a persistent

cookie 

Domain

Domain associated
with the cookie  

Description 

How the cookie works
and its purpose

Disabling

How to disable
the cookie

Technical cookies or those essential for the provision of services  

purgado 1 hour
www.logitravel.*

Enabling forced clearing 
of cookies.   

Using the
browser settings

devType 1 hour www.logitravel.* Device type. Identifies 
the device used by the 
customer to show 
browsing.  

ck_sesion 365 days www.logitravel.* The session generated
on accessing the

website. Used mainly to
hold domain and search

data (on accessing
https).  

test 1 day www.logitravel.* Tests A – B. In order to
carry out content tests.

USW_codigo 365 days www.logitravel.* This is a code that
identifies a non-

registered user that may
eventually register. It

provides an ID that the
entire process can be
associated with. As a
result, once users are
registered, the current
search is automatically
associated with them.  

tokenlogitravel 365 days www.logitravel.* This identifies registered
users. Its purpose is to

obtain user data
(searches, information

messages and access to
their bookings).  

USR_Codelogitravel 365 days www.logitravel.* Customer code. The ID
is obtained once the

customers are
registered. It is used for
booking procedures. 

cookiesAccept 365 days www.logitravel.* This identifies whether
the cookies policy has

been accepted, either by
browsing or clicking on

accept.  



X-Akamai-FEO-
Browser-State

1 day www.logitravel.* Content delivery
optimisation services.  

Ikws 1 day www.logitravel.* Content delivery
optimisation services.  

AKSB 1 day www.logitravel.* Content delivery
optimisation services.  

Personalisation cookies

ck_idioma 365 days
www.logitravel.*

The language used for

browsing. 

Using the
browser settings

aeropuerto 365 days www.logitravel.* This defines the code for
the customers’ airport of
origin. It is used to define

origins on the website
storefront and search

engines.  

geolog 4 days This allows us to know if
customers wish the

browser to geolocate
them in order to offer the

origin nearest their
location.  

THIRD PARTY COOKIES

Please note: We accept no responsibility whatsoever regarding the contents or veracity of the information and privacy
policies regarding third party cookies. 

Associated
service

(service, plug-in or
operations of the

website associated
with the cookie)  

Responsibility
for the cookie

(Identification of
the entity

responsible for the
cookie)  

Domain

(Domain
associated

with the
cookie)  

How the cookie works, its
purpose and expiry 

Disabling

How to disable
the cookie

Technical cookies or those essential for the provision of services  

Google Google, Inc., US
corporation google.es

Google cookie(s) used for running
its services (GoogleMap, Google+,

etc). More info at:
http://www.google.com/policies/tech

nologies/types/

As specified at
http://www.goog
le.com/policies/t
echnologies/typ

es/

Analytics cookies

Google Analytics Google, Inc., US
company

www.logitravel
.*

Statistical analysis of website use.
More info at:

http://www.google.com/intl/es/analyti
cs/privacyoverview.html.

Installation on
your browser of
the opt-out add-
on created by
Google and

available  at the
following link:

https://tools.goo
gle.com/dlpage/
gaoptout?hl=es



Advertising cookies

Ingenious
Technologies

Ingenious
Technologies AG

.
affiliate.logitra

vel.com

Purpose: Tracking Bookings

These cookies use information from 
bookings in progress (departure 
date, arrival date, price, origin, 
destination, number of passengers, 
etc.) to show personalised contents 
based on the user profile.  

In the case of meta search engines 
(kayak, trivago, skyscanner), 
cookies are also used to determine 
how many bookings have been 
entered our website cookies via 
these engines.  

More info is available on the
websites of the entities responsible

for the cookies.  

Using the
browser settings
/ as stipulated in

the privacy
policies

provided by the
entities

responsible for
the cookies. 

To  disable  third
party advertising
cookies,  users
may  also  visit
the  NAI
(Network
Advertising
Initiative) opt-out
website  at
http://www.netw
orkadvertising.or
g/managing/opt
_out.asp).

  

Sociomantic Sociomantic labs
GmbH

eu-
sonar.socioma

ntic.com

Comission Junction ValueClick
International Ltd.

awltovhc.com

Tradedoubler (ES)

Tradedoubler (PT)

Tradedoubler (IT)

Tradedoubler
España S.L

Tradedoubler
Unipessoal LDA

Tradedoubler SRL

.
tradedoubler.c

om

Impacting Impacting Email
Marketing

Solutions S.L

.
tradedoubler.c

om

Yahoo/Bing N&C Advertising
SL

flex.msn.com

TripAdvisor Tripadvisor Ltd pfa.levexis.co
m

Fogg Experienceon
Ventures S.L

fogg.es

Digilant Digilant Spain S.L wtp101.com

TravelAudience TravelAudience
GmbH

ads.travelaudi
ence.com

iDevDirect To be closed soon idevaffiliate.co
m

Kayak KAYAK Europe
GmbH

econda-
monitor.de

SkyScanner Skyscanner Ltd t.skyscnr.com

Publicidees Publicidees  S.A tracking.publici
dees.com

Trivago Trivago GmbH secde.trivago.
com


